Abstract_ For systems with structured real perturbations, it is shown that the robustness margin for stablhty can be a discontinuous function of the problem data
Introduction
Consider a linear control system w~th a transfer function or state space description parametenzed in terms of a vector of uncertain parameters q ~ R e. A fundamental problem addressed m a large number of papers is: Determine the maximum uncertainty bound, call it rm~,, such that the system is stable for all q ~ Re with I[ q II < rrn~,' Note that the chosen norm for q is almost always d 2 or d °° and rm~ x is generally called the robustness margin; see Section 2 for a precise definition.
In many cases, a shghtly different formulation of the problem above is considered; i.e., gtven an uncertainty bound r > 0, determine if the system is stable for all q ~ R e with II q II < r. In this case, only a 'yes' or 'no' answer is required. In the sequel, all analysis is carried out m the robustness margin framework but it should be noted that the consequences apply equally well to this alternative yes/no formulation; e.g., see the discussion associated with the example in Section 3.
The simple paradigms above are at the heart of many robust stability analysis techmques; e.g., see the literature ranging from real /1 as in Doyle [1] and Packard [2] to the post-Kharitonov [3] literature (see Barmish [4] and Jury [5] for reviews of the continuous-time and discrete-time cases respectively), to polytope stability problems as m Bartlett, Hollot and Huang [6] and to the theory dealing with frequency sweeping methods; e.g., see de Gaston and Safonov [7] , Biernackl, Hwang and Bhattacharryya [8] , Hinrichsen and Pritchard [9] and Barmish [10] .
Our main techmcal objective in this paper is to demonstrate that the robustness margin rm~ is not necessartly continuous with respect to the problem data; the notion of problem data will be fully explained in the sequel. This discontinuity phenomenon is seen to be independent of the computational algorithm used to actually calculate rma xMatters are further complicated by the fact that at the point of discontinuity in the space of problem data, the robustness margin may be much smaller than at neighboring points. This may lead to potentially deceptive conclusions.
We feel that the most important imphcatlon of the present paper is that there is a serious issue pertaimng to conditioning properties of the robustness margin Despite the possibility that discontinuity of this margin may be nongeneric, in regions close to the discontinuity set, ill conditioning of rm~ , must nevertheless be addressed. Therefore, our conclusion is that a thorough analysis of conditioning properties of the robust stability problem is an important area for future research.
The case which we make for discontmuity of the robustness margin is based on a simple example of a unity feedback system -the plant has 0167-6911/90/$3_50 © 1990 -Elsevier Science Publishers B V (North-Holland) uncertain parameters entering hnearly into numerator and denormnator coeffioents. We call this a hnear uncertainty structure. Using d to represent the data describing the system, the robustness margin is written explicitly as rm~,(d ) and we prove the following: There exasts a sequence of data (d(n))~= 1 converging to some d* such that For the s~mple case of linear uncertainty structures as m Section 3, ~t is felt that it should be possible to perform some sort of apnon check for dlscontinmty However, the fact that the discontlnmty phenomenon occurs at the level of linear uncertainty structures serves as a 'warning' that care must be exerosed when dealing with more complicated nonlinear problems. This is consistent with the example mvohang a nonhnear uncertainty structure m the paper by Ackermann, Hu and Kaesbauer [11] -severe computaUonal problems arase arise as a certain data parameter ~s changed
Notation and definition of the robustness margin
We consider polynomials with real coefficients a, which depend continuously on a vector of uncertam parameters q ~ R e whose t-th component is q, To denote the dependence of a, on q, we write a,(q). Hence, we take an uncertain polynomtal to be of the form A boundmg set for the vector of uncertain parameters q will be a box parametenzed by its radius r; this box Is denoted as Qr and is described by 0r-(q ~RI: IIq, l[ <r; z=l,2 .... l)_ Note that the discussion to follow can easily be adapted to handle the case when Qr is a sphere; 1 e., the discontinuity phenomenon is not particular to the E~ norm on uncertain parameters. In addition, dlscontlnuittes can occur when working with many other stablhty regtons besides the open left half plane the unit disk being a prime example. i.e., II dl-d2 {I is small.
Robustness margin
To denote dependence on d, we henceforth wnte pd(S, q) and rmax(d ) in heu of p(s, q) and rma ~ respectively We are now prepared to present our main example.
Example establishing discontinuity of the robustness margin
Before formally proceeding, it is important to note that it ~s easy to construct relatively trivial This sequence corresponds to the case where the plant data is fixed and the gain a n is converging to a. 
The remainder of the proof will proceed via a number of steps
Step 1" We claim that 
2Fl( q)F2( q) + G,( q) = O.
That is, for all n,
r,(d(n)) <_ l-~a.
Furthermore, ~t is also easy to verify that for arbitrarily small e > 0, there exasts an integer N, having the following property: For any fixed n >
N~ and any uncertainty q ~ Q1-~/lo-~, 2Fl( q)F2( q) + G,( q) > O.
Hence, for n > N~,
r3(d(n)) > 1 -~a-e

From the two inequahUes involving r3(d(n))
above, we conclude that
Hence, the claim is established
Step 2: We clatm that for n sufficiently large, (3) for t = 1, 2, 4. Indeed from Condition 1, it is trivial to see that r](d(n))=l.
r,(d(n)) > r3(d(n))
To verify (3) for r2(d(n) ), we vaew the left hand side of Condmon 2 as a function of (ql, q2) It suffices to show that this function is positive on a box of radius r = 1 -~a. To this end, notice that for arbitrary I q] I < r < 0.5 and q2 < r < 0.5, it is easy to verify that we have crude bounds Step 3: We claam that
This clann follows easily from Steps 1 and 2. That is, we have
Step 4: We claim that Next, reasoning exactly as in Steps 2-3, it is easy to venfy that
Hence, from (4), we obtain
The proof of the claim is now complete.
Yes-No Problem. The dlscontinmty claim above can also be interpreted in terms of the yes/no problem formulation discussed in the Introduction. To illustrate, consider a robust stability problem with given uncertainty bound r = 0.3. Now, the following problem arises: When using d *, the answer to the robust stabihty question is "no" but taking d(n) the answer is "yes".
Remarks. In practice, the robustness margin can be computed via a number of methods. 
An(~O) =~4 --a(2--1)6~2+a(a---if).
In the hmitlng case, we obtmn
1(7 -a) if ~ = v~-
More complicated uncertainty structures
Given the uncertmn polynomial pa(s, q), it is natural to wonder whether some simple apriori test for discontinuity of rmax(d ) is possible Although we feel that this may ultimately prove to be the case at the basic level of hnear uncertainty structures, the apnon detecUon of discontinmty may be extremely difficult for more complicated uncertainty structures.
In this sectmn, we show that examples of discontinuity for mulUhnear uncertainty structures are easily created by 'embedding' the polynonual gaven in Section 3 into a more complicated structure m such a way that it may not be apparent what is causing the trouble. panded form rather than factored as above, the detectmn of the discontinuity becomes much more difficult. That is, if one has a theory to flag discontinuity at the level of affine linear uncertalnues, then one is faced with a comphcated factorlzation problem. As seen below, matters can be even worse because it ~s easy to construct examples for which a factorization does not exats cannot be factored as a product of two affine linear funcUons of q.
Conclusion
In view of the arguments and examples given in ttus paper, it IS felt that investigation into conditioning properties of the robust stability problem ~s an ~mportant area for future research.
